
IMPLICATIONS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF LANGUAGE 
IMPAIRMENT

Who is a child with a language impairment? 

A child with a language impairment is a child who has difficulty 
learning language. A language impairment is often operationalized as 
the low end of normal, defined relative to a child’s same-age peers. 
This definition assumes that the child has had similar language 
learning experiences as his same-age peers. When language measures 
correlate with SES, measurement may tap into differences in 
experience making it difficult to obtain a true or accurate reflection of 
the child’s language learning abilities. To improve accuracy, diagnostic 
decisions must be made by comparing children to a peer group 
matched for age and SES, resulting in a similar proportion of children 
within each SES group identified as language impaired. 

Who is a child that does not have strong language skills?

As illustrated, some children have scores that fall outside the range of 
average as defined by the test norms but who score within the average 
range (+1 SD) for their SES peer group. This group of children may be 
viewed as children who do not have strong language skills rather than 
children with language impairment. Children who do not have strong 
language skills may have limited language learning experiences.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE

Policy and practice have often placed enrichment and intervention in 
the same category (i.e., Dickinson & Caswell, 2007). However, it is 
critical that we differentiate between the purposes, service delivery 
method, and children served by enrichment versus intervention. 

Children who do not have strong language skills need 
LANGUAGE ENRICHMENT.

• Language enrichment increases the support for language 
development  and facilitates the acquisition of general language 
skills.
• Language enrichment is provided through enhanced experiences in 
the classroom and increasing support for parent-child interaction. 
• SLPs serve in a collaborative/consultative role in language 
enrichment.

Children who have language impairments need 
LANGUAGE INTERVENTION.

• Language intervention targets the improvement of communication 
abilities and function in children with language impairments (ASHA, 
2004).

• Language intervention is provided through direct and indirect 
therapy, targeting the acquisition of language skills specific to an 
individual child’s needs.
• SLPs serve a primary role in providing language intervention, in 

collaboration with other members of the educational team.
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PURPOSE

ABSTRACT
Norm-referenced instruments are widely used in evaluating the language skills of 
preschool children to make diagnostic decisions. In this study, we examined the 
performance of a group of children from primarily college-educated families from 
Nashville, TN on the PLS-4 and the PPVT-III. This group performed substantially 
above the test mean. In previous studies of disadvantaged preschoolers from 
Nashville, Qi, Kaiser, and colleagues reported that the group performed substantially 
below the test mean on the PLS-3 and PPVT-III. Implications for identification of 
language impairment and enhancement of language skills are considered.

RESULTS
On the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III, the group mean was 
109.95 (SD = 13.4). On the Preschool Language Scale-4, the 
group mean was 116.76 (SD = 13.4). Thus, a group of children 
with mothers’ who had at least a four-year college degree 
performed substantially better than what is defined as 
“average”performance for the population. Only XX% on the 
PPVT-III and XX% on the PLS-4 received a standard score below 
100. The distribution of scores on the PLS and PPVT 
approximated a normal distribution, indicating that the measures 
were effective in differentiating strong from weak language skills. 

Comparison of the data for low SES children, reported by Qi et al. 
(2003, 2006), to the data reported here revealed discrepant means 
and distributions for subgroups defined by maternal education. 
However, the distribution of scores, as illustrated by the figures 
below, indicated that for the low SES group the group scores 
approximated a normal distribution. Thus, as with the higher SES 
group, the PLS and PPVT effectively differentiated children with 
strong language ability from children with weak language ability.

In the groups of low SES children described by Qi et al. (2003, 
2006), XX% of the children received a standard score below 100 
on the PPVT-III and XX% on the PLS-3.

DISCUSSION

In this study, a comparison of the performance of higher SES 
children to the performance of lower SES children indicated that 
the range of scores was not comparable. In fact, there was 
minimal overlap in group scores. The published test population 
norms do not adequately characterize either of these subgroups. 
Language impairment is often operationalized as the "low end of 
normal" with a cut-off, for example, of one standard deviation 
below the age mean. However, with a cut-off of one standard 
deviation below them mean, few children from high SES families 
but a large proportion of children from low SES families would be 
identified as language impaired.

The figures below illustrate the test population norms alongside 
the estimated distribution of scores of children from college-
educated families contrasted with the distribution of scores of 
children from economically and educationally disadvantaged 
families. These distributions illustrate the challenges of using 
these measures diagnose language impairment. The findings in 
the current study, along with the findings reported by Qi, Kaiser, 
and colleagues (2003, 2006), argue strongly for test publishers to 
not only report population distributions, but subpopulation 
distributions as well. With this information, clinicians would be 
able to make more informed diagnostic decisions.

In the diagnosis of language impairment, the goal is to identify 
those children who have difficulty learning language. We could 
argue that children who score on the low end of the population 
distribution have failed to benefit from language learning 
opportunities as compared to same age peers. However, this 
argument is only valid if we are comparing a child to a peer 
group that has had similar language learning opportunities. 
Further Hutchinson (1996) explained application of the test 
distribution is only appropriate to the extent that subgroups of 
children perform similarly on the measure (i.e., similar 
distribution). From the data reported here we argue that if the low 
end of normal is a valid approach to identification of language 
impairment, then, at least on the PPVT and the PLS, it is 
necessary to compare a child to the distribution for the subgroup 
of which he or she is a member. Comparison to the test 
population distribution is quite problematic.
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Norm-referenced instruments are widely used to make diagnostic 
decisions regarding the language skills of preschool children. When 
assessing the appropriateness of a particular instrument, clinicians 
are often advised to consider whether the normative sample included 
a diverse representation of children (e.g., mirrored the US census). 
Hutchinson (1996) pointed out the limitations of this view, noting that 
diverse representation may be insufficient if subsamples of children 
perform quite differently on an instrument (e.g., differing distributions 
for subsamples of the population). 

Although there is substantial evidence in the research literature that 
children from economically and educationally disadvantaged families 
perform below the test mean (i.e., 100), to our knowledge, no 
commercially available language measures report subgroup norms. 
There is substantial evidence that the group mean for children from 
families of low socioeconomic status (SES) is below age expectations. 
In a review of the language abilities of low SES children, Whitehurst 
(1997) reported that the mean performance of these children was more 
than one standard deviation below children from higher SES families 
on measures of receptive vocabulary, expressive vocabulary, 
metalinguistic skills, narrative skills, and sentence complexity. To 
illustrate, Lonigan et al. (1998) reported the mean on receptive 
language for low SES children to be 79.09 (SD = 17.66) and for middle 
SES children to be 101.11 (SD = 14.25), d = 1.37.

With respect to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test and the 
Preschool Language Scale, commonly used instruments in preschool 
language assessment, Qi, Kaiser, and colleagues reported group 
means for low SES preschoolers to be substantially below the test 
means (M =100, SD = 15). For the PPVT-III, Qi, Kaiser et al. (2006) 
reported the mean for a African American low SES sample (n = 482) to 
be approximately 1.5 SD below the test mean.  A similar discrepancy 
was noted in a smaller group of European American low SES 
preschoolers (n = 52). For the PLS-III, Qi, Kaiser et al. (2003) reported 
that the mean for the African American low SES sample (n = 701) was 
approximately 1 SD below the test mean. Importantly in both studies, 
the distribution of scores approximated a normal distribution. These 
findings suggest a need to explore subgroup means on norm-
referenced measures of oral language ability.

The purpose of this study was to consider the impact of 
socioeconomic status, as indexed by maternal education, on 
children's performance on the Preschool Language Scale and the 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

This study is a secondary analysis of data from children who 
participated in a study of word learning (n = 49; Abel & Schuele, 
2007) or in a study of complex syntax development (n = 100; 
Schuele, 2006). The PPVT-III was administered in both studies; the 
PLS-4 was administered only in the complex syntax study. Item 66 
on the PLS-4 was not administered. 

Ten examiners administered the PPVT-III and PLS-4. Participants 
were recruited from six Nashville community preschools. The study 
sample included 149 preschool children (78 girls; 71 boys). Mean age 
was 52.89 months (SD = 8.6 months; Range = 36 to 67 months).  All 
children were monolingual English speakers. No child was enrolled 
in speech-language therapy. Nearly all children (XX%) were 
Caucasian. Of the 82 families reporting maternal education, 97% of 
mothers had at least a bachelor’s degree.
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		70.9		0.019685846

		71.9		0.0205100605

		72.9		0.0212854746

		73.9		0.0220040829

		74.9		0.0226582698

		75.9		0.0232409434

		76.9		0.0237456629

		77.9		0.0241667573

		78.9		0.0244994311

		79.9		0.0247398554

		80.9		0.024885241

		81.9		0.0249338925

		82.9		0.024885241

		83.9		0.0247398554

		84.9		0.0244994311

		85.9		0.0241667573

		86.9		0.0237456629

		87.9		0.0232409434

		88.9		0.0226582698

		89.9		0.0220040829

		90.9		0.0212854746

		91.9		0.0205100605

		92.9		0.019685846

		93.9		0.0188210895

		94.9		0.0179241667

		95.9		0.0170034374

		96.9		0.0160671192

		97.9		0.0151231703

		98.9		0.0141791829

		99.9		0.0132422904

		100.9		0.0123190876

		101.9		0.0114155678

		102.9		0.010537074

		103.9		0.0096882666

		104.9		0.008873106

		105.9		0.0080948497

		106.9		0.0073560632

		107.9		0.0066586418

		108.9		0.0060038438

		109.9		0.0053923324

		110.9		0.004824224

		111.9		0.0042991422

		112.9		0.0038162753

		113.9		0.0033744354

		114.9		0.0029721182

		115.9		0.0026075616

		116.9		0.0022788021

		117.9		0.0019837282

		118.9		0.0017201301

		119.9		0.0014857438

		120.9		0.0012782921

		121.9		0.0010955188

		122.9		0.0009352185

		123.9		0.0007952613

		124.9		0.0006736126

		125.9		0.0005683477

		126.9		0.0004776629

		127.9		0.0003998825

		128.9		0.0003334624

		129.9		0.0002769905





ALL

		





us

		69.75		0.000330735		33.9		0.0002769905		55		0.0002954566

		70.75		0.0004125731		34.9		0.0003334624		56		0.0003600704

		71.75		0.0005118032		35.9		0.0003998825		57		0.0004368688

		72.75		0.0006313737		36.9		0.0004776629		58		0.0005276968

		73.75		0.0007745532		37.9		0.0005683477		59		0.0006345818

		74.75		0.0009449251		38.9		0.0006736126		60		0.0007597324

		75.75		0.0011463702		39.9		0.0007952613		61		0.0009055313

		76.75		0.0013830367		40.9		0.0009352185		62		0.0010745239

		77.75		0.001659296		41.9		0.0010955188		63		0.0012694

		78.75		0.0019796817		42.9		0.0012782921		64		0.0014929687

		79.75		0.0023488117		43.9		0.0014857438		65		0.0017481259

		80.75		0.0027712927		44.9		0.0017201301		66		0.002037814

		81.75		0.003251606		45.9		0.0019837282		67		0.0023649729

		82.75		0.0037939778		46.9		0.0022788021		68		0.0027324837

		83.75		0.0044022326		47.9		0.0026075616		69		0.0031431044

		84.75		0.0050796353		48.9		0.0029721182		70		0.0035993978

		85.75		0.0058287231		49.9		0.0033744354		71		0.0041036534

		86.75		0.0066511333		50.9		0.0038162753		72		0.0046578051

		87.75		0.0075474322		51.9		0.0042991422		73		0.0052633439

		88.75		0.0085169506		52.9		0.004824224		74		0.0059212307

		89.75		0.0095576336		53.9		0.0053923324		75		0.0066318093

		90.75		0.0106659113		54.9		0.0060038438		76		0.0073947223

		91.75		0.011836598		55.9		0.0066586418		77		0.0082088348

		92.75		0.0130628268		56.9		0.0073560632		78		0.0090721655

		93.75		0.014336026		57.9		0.0080948497		79		0.009981831

		94.75		0.0156459426		58.9		0.008873106		80		0.010934005

		95.75		0.0169807171		59.9		0.0096882666		81		0.0119238944

		96.75		0.0183270118		60.9		0.010537074		82		0.012945737

		97.75		0.0196701936		61.9		0.0114155678		83		0.0139928197

		98.75		0.0209945683		62.9		0.0123190876		84		0.0150575218

		99.75		0.0222836642		63.9		0.0132422904		85		0.0161313816

		100.75		0.023520557		64.9		0.0141791829		86		0.0172051884

		101.75		0.0246882291		65.9		0.0151231703		87		0.0182690978

		102.75		0.0257699524		66.9		0.0160671192		88		0.0193127702

		103.75		0.0267496826		67.9		0.0170034374		89		0.0203255285

		104.75		0.0276124532		68.9		0.0179241667		90		0.0212965337

		105.75		0.028344754		69.9		0.0188210895		91		0.0222149735

		106.75		0.028934883		70.9		0.019685846		92		0.0230702595

		107.75		0.0293732574		71.9		0.0205100605		93		0.0238522286

		108.75		0.0296526719		72.9		0.0212854746		94		0.0245513427

		109.75		0.0297684961		73.9		0.0220040829		95		0.0251588818

		110.75		0.0297188019		74.9		0.0226582698		96		0.025667125

		111.75		0.0295044171		75.9		0.0232409434		97		0.0260695129

		112.75		0.0291289025		76.9		0.0237456629		98		0.0263607894

		113.75		0.0285984534		77.9		0.0241667573		99		0.0265371151

		114.75		0.0279217292		78.9		0.0244994311		100		0.026596152

		115.75		0.0271096191		79.9		0.0247398554		101		0.0265371151

		116.75		0.0261749501		80.9		0.024885241		102		0.0263607894

		117.75		0.0251321503		81.9		0.0249338925		103		0.0260695129

		118.75		0.0239968798		82.9		0.024885241		104		0.025667125

		119.75		0.0227856406		83.9		0.0247398554		105		0.0251588818

		120.75		0.0215153815		84.9		0.0244994311		106		0.0245513427

		121.75		0.0202031087		85.9		0.0241667573		107		0.0238522286

		122.75		0.018865516		86.9		0.0237456629		108		0.0230702595

		123.75		0.0175186453		87.9		0.0232409434		109		0.0222149735

		124.75		0.016177585		88.9		0.0226582698		110		0.0212965337

		125.75		0.0148562159		89.9		0.0220040829		111		0.0203255285

		126.75		0.0135670071		90.9		0.0212854746		112		0.0193127702

		127.75		0.0123208663		91.9		0.0205100605		113		0.0182690978

		128.75		0.0111270433		92.9		0.019685846		114		0.0172051884

		129.75		0.0099930866		93.9		0.0188210895		115		0.0161313816

		130.75		0.0089248488		94.9		0.0179241667		116		0.0150575218

		131.75		0.0079265357		95.9		0.0170034374		117		0.0139928197

		132.75		0.0070007943		96.9		0.0160671192		118		0.012945737

		133.75		0.0061488309		97.9		0.0151231703		119		0.0119238944

		134.75		0.0053705545		98.9		0.0141791829		120		0.010934005

		135.75		0.0046647357		99.9		0.0132422904		121		0.009981831

		136.75		0.0040291766		100.9		0.0123190876		122		0.0090721655

		137.75		0.0034608829		101.9		0.0114155678		123		0.0082088348

		138.75		0.0029562342		102.9		0.010537074		124		0.0073947223

		139.75		0.0025111469		103.9		0.0096882666		125		0.0066318093

		140.75		0.002121225		104.9		0.008873106		126		0.0059212307

		141.75		0.0017818974		105.9		0.0080948497		127		0.0052633439

		142.75		0.0014885383		106.9		0.0073560632		128		0.0046578051

		143.75		0.0012365698		107.9		0.0066586418		129		0.0041036534

		144.75		0.0010215476		108.9		0.0060038438		130		0.0035993978

		145.75		0.000839228		109.9		0.0053923324		131		0.0031431044

		146.75		0.0006856186		110.9		0.004824224		132		0.0027324837

		147.75		0.0005570147		111.9		0.0042991422		133		0.0023649729

		148.75		0.0004500202		112.9		0.0038162753		134		0.002037814

		149.75		0.0003615586		113.9		0.0033744354		135		0.0017481259

						114.9		0.0029721182		136		0.0014929687

						115.9		0.0026075616		137		0.0012694

						116.9		0.0022788021		138		0.0010745239

						117.9		0.0019837282		139		0.0009055313

						118.9		0.0017201301		140		0.0007597324

						119.9		0.0014857438		141		0.0006345818

						120.9		0.0012782921		142		0.0005276968

						121.9		0.0010955188		143		0.0004368688

						122.9		0.0009352185		144		0.0003600704

						123.9		0.0007952613		145		0.0002954566

						124.9		0.0006736126

						125.9		0.0005683477

						126.9		0.0004776629

						127.9		0.0003998825

						128.9		0.0003334624

						129.9		0.0002769905





us
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Test Norms

Our Data

Standard Score



		69.75		0.000330735						mean		109.95		sd		13.4

		70.75		0.0004125731

		71.75		0.0005118032

		72.75		0.0006313737

		73.75		0.0007745532

		74.75		0.0009449251

		75.75		0.0011463702

		76.75		0.0013830367

		77.75		0.001659296

		78.75		0.0019796817

		79.75		0.0023488117

		80.75		0.0027712927

		81.75		0.003251606

		82.75		0.0037939778

		83.75		0.0044022326

		84.75		0.0050796353

		85.75		0.0058287231

		86.75		0.0066511333

		87.75		0.0075474322

		88.75		0.0085169506

		89.75		0.0095576336

		90.75		0.0106659113

		91.75		0.011836598

		92.75		0.0130628268

		93.75		0.014336026

		94.75		0.0156459426

		95.75		0.0169807171

		96.75		0.0183270118

		97.75		0.0196701936

		98.75		0.0209945683

		99.75		0.0222836642

		100.75		0.023520557

		101.75		0.0246882291

		102.75		0.0257699524

		103.75		0.0267496826

		104.75		0.0276124532

		105.75		0.028344754

		106.75		0.028934883

		107.75		0.0293732574

		108.75		0.0296526719

		109.75		0.0297684961

		110.75		0.0297188019

		111.75		0.0295044171

		112.75		0.0291289025

		113.75		0.0285984534

		114.75		0.0279217292

		115.75		0.0271096191

		116.75		0.0261749501

		117.75		0.0251321503

		118.75		0.0239968798

		119.75		0.0227856406

		120.75		0.0215153815

		121.75		0.0202031087

		122.75		0.018865516

		123.75		0.0175186453

		124.75		0.016177585

		125.75		0.0148562159

		126.75		0.0135670071

		127.75		0.0123208663

		128.75		0.0111270433

		129.75		0.0099930866

		130.75		0.0089248488

		131.75		0.0079265357

		132.75		0.0070007943

		133.75		0.0061488309

		134.75		0.0053705545

		135.75		0.0046647357

		136.75		0.0040291766

		137.75		0.0034608829

		138.75		0.0029562342

		139.75		0.0025111469

		140.75		0.002121225

		141.75		0.0017818974

		142.75		0.0014885383

		143.75		0.0012365698

		144.75		0.0010215476

		145.75		0.000839228

		146.75		0.0006856186

		147.75		0.0005570147

		148.75		0.0004500202

		149.75		0.0003615586
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